Deploy What’s Next

Sitetracker Telecom

TOWER QUICKSTART
Realize faster time
to value with the
Tower Quickstart
implementation
The Tower industry is shifting faster
than ever to keep up with demand for
network infrastructure to support 5G,
and your business needs to keep pace.
Deployment operations management
software helps you efficiently manage
distributed tower projects, sites, and assets
at scale. With Sitetracker’s Tower Quickstart
implementation, you can realize technologydriven efficiencies and new ways of working
faster than ever before with a standard set of
proven Sitetracker workflows for towercos.

Control your tower portfolio and drive growth
To meet market demands faster, Sitetracker helps bring your
business processes and teams together with deployment operations
management cloud software.
One of the benefits of running your deployment operations in the cloud is
standardizing on proven best practices for towercos. Sitetracker’s Tower
Quickstart implementation package helps you get up and running in as little as
eight weeks so you can manage the entire tower lifecycle quickly and recognize
the value of your new solution.
With Sitetracker Tower Quickstart you will:
Automate based on best practice using pre-built, intelligent templates
and workflows.
Grow revenue quickly by optimizing collocation, site development,
and tenant applications with connected tools like public maps, forms,
and pricing.
Make high quality decisions and forecasts with powerful tower
dashboards, reports, and analytics
Easily manage portfolio details from leases and CAD drawings to
photos and installed equipment.
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The Sitetracker Telecom
for Tower Quickstart
package can include:
Best practice configurations for:
• Site Acquisition
• Site Leases
• Site Development
• Site Inquiry
• Collocation
• Tenant Leases

“

Sitetracker has demonstrated
to us that they understand the
nuances, details and challenges
of the telecom industry and
their deployment operations
software continues to offer the
most innovative and complete
solution on the market today.
Their solutions scale, evolve and
respond to customer needs.

• Site Access

Maps

Brian Quinn
VP Operations
Tillman Infrastructure

Site Maintenance
Sitetracker Connect Portal
Pre-built Tower Reporting
Financial and Budget Management
Data Migration from your existing tools
Training

Proven Tower Company Experience

Our mission is to help deploy tomorrow’s infrastructure faster, helping people
everywhere experience digital equity and a more sustainable future.
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